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I am very simple life living girl born on 16th march 1994. I belong to Rajgarh,
Madhya Pradesh. I am Petrochemical Engineer.
I Love to write when i feel from heart.
I Listen to songs very often acc to mood, MUSIC LOVER.
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A Genuine Soul
 
To standalone,
I started to improve myself
Revengefully,
After I realised
Need not to change
who I was,
Who I am,
Just need to accept myself as I am,
Realisation was magical,
Misunderstandings were sorting out,
Problems were vanished,
World accepted me as I am,
That feel
Changed perception of mine,
I found very new And real me,
I found peace all around me,
I started to loving myself,
I started to trust myself,
Confidence became my power,
Smile became my beauty,
Spirits became my attire,
Spirits exposed me,
My soul
That was genuine,
That was me,
That's me,
I love me.
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A Zealous Soul
 
Hey life,
Lift me up,
Take me there,
Wherever you want,
Wherever I want,
I'm handicapped,
Yes I'm handicapped,
But I'm not spiritless,
I am a bag of zeal,
I am an adroit,
Artistic soul,
I wanna go
Beyond wildest dreams of all critics,
I wanna trample
Every frivolous thinking,
I wanna dance
On the tune of my success,
I wanna stand at my own,
I am all set.
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Art Of Writing
 
Words walk random,
Mind fuddles to choose,
It gets tough to pen down,
Why is paper always so cool,
When impressive writer is there,
Such puzzles? have to be solved,
The art of their writing wins heart,
Leaves impression
on every reader's soul.
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Best Work
 
If clay is your words
If you pour your emotions in it
Then be diligent enough
And shape your work
So that your creation is outstanding
And so strong
And if feel does work like fire.
The Brick is proved to be your best work,
Your best poetry
Likewise try to create more and more
something magical
And construct your own building
Publish your work
Make your Name
And get famed.
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Challenge Of Life
 
Wherever one get stuck
Peace of mind
Peace of soul
The essentials of beatification
Come from
Stay calm
Stay positive
Whatever may be the circumstance
Remain stable
The only challenge of life
Acquiring adaptability
One who accept
One who win
Blooms like Lotus in the mud.
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Dreams Are Creation Of Mind
 
The blonde eyes, when sleep in night
Their connection with mind nifty, quiet
Complex intellection running whole day
Show up somewhat entirely exact
Sometimes contrary to actual mind creates
All sound it unlike world, but are dreams
 
Strange space, unknown come in
very frequent own acquainted too  in
The Way of life switch like as colors
Strange paths direct obscure end
Unknowingly reach to amazing edifice
All sound it unlike world, but are Dreams
 
funnily beat someone as far famed gangster
fall in love as the world's immortal couple
Touch the pleased moment actually dreamed for
Get in deplorable moment never ever thought of
Proudly become a rich, pitifully being a poor
All sound it unlike world, but are Dreams.
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Fly  Sky High
 
Be the master of your field
As Ekalavya was in Bow Lore
A tribal boy removed all the barriers
And zeroed in on his goal
As a very powerful archer and warrior
He was noticed for
Make yourself that much efficient
That your success story will be discussed
All over the world.
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Innocent Heart
 
How innocent you are! my heart
Even couldn't tell me, fair deal is what
What is in my favour, wrong or right
Let me tell u my delicate part
its you, my heart...
 
What you strongly feel that I behave
The most important decision you have to take
Just my voice will sing it out
If I couldn't control my teardrops
Don't let me my emotions loudly out
Let me be strong enough to pour you out
my heart out...
 
Don't let me bound by my brain, will bedevil you
Never stop feel me, coz you are the one
Defines me myself fabulously who I'm
What I want
You provokes me to write, even think consistently
What I want, whom I want
whichever perfect even more perfect
My heart... my innocent heart
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It's Our Life
 
It's our life,
It's all up to us,
What do we want from it,
How do we want to see it in future,
 
It's our choice,
Whether we want to live it beyond limits
Or within defined limits,
Whether we want to live it like hell
Or enjoy it like a careless kid,
 
Whether we want to Move on the path of our goal
Or doubting the qualifications of ourselves,
Whether we want to Face the difficulties encountered in the path,
Making progress in self made way
Or taking steps back from fear of them,
 
But Life is extremely beautiful and precious,
So live it to the fullest,
Live it beyond all the limits,
Buckle down every fear
And walk on the way to your destination,
Never judge yourself,
Never underestimate your powers
You are born with.
 
It's our choice,
What do we do,
Whether we support good
Or bad,
Whether we tolerate the evil
Or resist,
Whether we become the power shield
Or seeing a victim of evil from a distance,
 
But in every complex situation,
Decision should always be made  in that favour
Where we never regret,
Goodness is always working over the evil.
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Life Is Precious
 
Life without Ambition
Endeavour without Brio
Success without Delightment
Is like pitcher without Fluid.
 
Life without Love
Family without Parents
Relationship without Trust
Is like Necklet without Pearls.
 
Fill Emptiness
Remove Incompleteness
Don't make life garbage and boring
Because  life is Precious.
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Life Lessons
 
Show love
Show care
Show Respect
But don't show 
How much money you have
Show knowledge
Show talent
But don't show vanity
Never demean somebody
Show positivity
Never show negativity
Show gratitude
Never show lack of something
Never show bad attitude
Show the universe
How greatful you are
feel happiness
Share love
Cheers people
Achieve mastery on Good Behaviour.
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Little Child
 
Peeping out the window
A very cute little child
With innocence and clarity
Both sincere eyes
Look outward every scene
About to catch every fly
Farmers are working in field
Little hand say bye bye
Playing every top tricks
Entertain the people nearby
Enjoy the flowing water
Hills are very high
Wanna taste oil food stuff
Attract to the shop side
Basket heaving fresh fruits
Excitedly look forward to buy
Summer and ice creams
Chocolates and his favourite toys
How much journey of short period
Children would never sit quiet
Like as always
Their cuteness wouldn't u ever tired
but their naughty act
make you feel good and alive..
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Love Birds
 
To get in touch with page of love birds
Just like imagine their eternally love
Set own mind to make pictures very clear
Would be like enjoy the depth of touch
Moving of the scenes are quite imaginary
Pausing of the breaths, lose in own world
Pacing of the heartbeat seems very real
The warmhearted feeling makes statue special
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Mood
 
Mood.... Yeah it's all about mood
Enough to express one's state of feeling
Whether furore or exuberant
Hard to judge anyone at a instant
Becoz of mood..
The moment from anyone pass through
Happily or temper
Most of all suffer from.. That's Mood
Let them cheer or be empty alone
The very crutial sign let them love to
Amusingly wink.. Dance or sing
Perhaps they feel what they live in
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My Ancestors
 
Sparkling little stars
Remember me my ancestors
As the dark night come
They appear and I get talk with them
Throughout night and deep sky
I share my secrets, I feel shy
Full of promises, beaming on cloud nine
Meeting with them purposely
Coz, they always make me feel alive
They Give me blessings, show me heaven
I always thankful to my ancestors
For the delightful night
I usually spend with them
When I walk down their memory lane
I Remember, I have to be like them
Pour hearted, rich and adorable
They Direct me towards my ambition
Shiny day come with new rays of hope
They Insist me to go and early wake up
I greet them and expect to see them soon
I Wish my ancestors shining used to.
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Mystery Of A Commoner
 
Commoner is sitting in the corner
Quiet and silent
Girl who is mysterious
Obsessed in her own world
Mystery of her life
Does she solve out?
Neither she wanna in
Nor she could walk out
With the waves of memory lane
Wanna go up n down
By spreading her hidden feathers
Wanna fly sky high
Sky of her longings and dreams
Wanna live her paradise.
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Nature
 
To say the moon has scars
Moonlight is still outstanding
The clay say to dust flies
Aromatic scent in the rain of it
That Everybody loves, Everybody likes
Falling leaves in the autumn is to say
That all are calling for a new life
A thunder cloud to say
but when it pours in
Then everyone is frolicking.
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Pond Of Water
 
Deep pond of water
A mile distance away from
Where I stand near my cab
I m fond of its charm
Repeatedly touch my feet
Those naughty, magical waves
Sensationalise from down to up
That signals touch my soul
How far I m from it
How long I have not gone
I could enjoy and feel
Coldness and water's charm
That single pond of water
I believed to bring good luck
Those sound of streams
Used to recite the blessing songs
Songs Still echo my ears
With those memories I never fed up
Like the source of Felicity
The deep pond of water waves
The deep pond of pleasure.
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The Heart Wants
 
The heart wants to meet you
Behind your false smile
To feel the hidden pain
The heart wants
When you confess laughingly
Be happy in itself
The heart wants
Your things, your memories
How I forget
If i want to, then how?
The heart wants?
Every pleasant moment is
Incomplete without you
Moments spent with you
Only My happiness
To remember that moments
I have got used to be happy
The heart wants
When you are not seen
My eyes are keep waiting
When you are infront
I smile and keep talking
The moment, for I was waiting
I wish that would stop to me, for me
The heart wants.
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The Land Of Rajas
 
The wild, the bushes
The Beauty all around
Artistic and cultural tradition
Adorable for fame
Man with turban
Glowing veiled woman
Wearing jewellery, lit her all surround
Sand dunes and desert
Travellers on camel ride
Nature's beauty
mesmerizing sunset and sunrise
Royal palaces and Temples
Folk culture leaves impression
Golden sand of Desert
Glimpse of it's life style
Charming and captivating state
with it's heritage, monuments
Sanctuaries and National parks
The historical attracts tourist and vacationers
Indian state had glorious history
Known for brave kings and their deeds
The Land of Rajas, our Rajasthan.
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The Month Of March
 
After the winter
Initiation of summer
A slight chilly morning
Cold at very night
Afternoon reminds of
scorching summer days
Blowing of hot winds
Dusty and dry environment
Outside the homes
Seems to be deserted sight
Its like the twigs of trees
Enjoy the season of spring
The season of happiness and joy
The season of emerging buds
The sweet scent of flowers
Aromatic fragrance of
A wetted clay pitcher
The very afternoon
The sun is over head
Cutting of wheat crops
Treasure to the farmers
The Indian festival of colors
Represent victory of good over evil
The month of march and April
Lovely time to visit
India's Magnetic Land.
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The Secret Of Happiness
 
Something very special
The secret of happiness
A bag of happiness
Resort to anyone living
The secret of a long life
A very special in anyone
Facial expression
Enhances the beauty
Marvelous
Expose as magic
To unlock the anger
Become a sign of dimple
Best life style of living
Smile is very special
Smile is the secret
Beautify the morning
Give colorful evening
Keeps Happy mood
Keeps healthy people
The secret of happiness
Smile...
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True Love
 
True Love
Beyond the pain,
Beyond the pleasure.
Never bound to only happiness
Exists still in sorrow.
The best and the most beautiful
Feeling in the world,
Most of the confused with.
Circumstances can't challenge it.
Obstacles can't stop to live it.
But make this feeling strong,
More strong,
Express it's greatness.
How immense
And deep is True Love.
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Yoga
 
Yoga is Proficient, Efficient
And the part of one's lifestyle,
Keeps you healthy
Mentally as well as physically.
 
Yoga is the daily practice of
Early morning,
Keeps you in touch with Nature
And it's beauty.
 
Yoga is the powerful medicine
With no side effects,
Convinces you to avoid
chemically formed medicines.
 
Yoga is the way to enlightenment,
Connect your body to your soul
And unites them,
Makes you emotionally strong,
Keeps you healthy and wealthy.
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